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CHAPTER 3

The Waterfront of Istria: Sea and Identity in the post-Roman Adriatic

Francesco Borri*

According to the *Translatio s. Marci*, two tribunes of the province of Venetia, Bonus and Rusticus, sat in the harbor of Umag hesitating to enter the lagoons out of fear of Duke Justinian's wrath. It was the year 827 and the two men had sailed to Alexandria against their master's ban, where they had stolen the body of the evangelist Mark. After adventurously escaping the Sultan's men and surviving a perilous sail, they finally came to Istria with their precious loot. There they waited for the inevitable happy ending to come.

The episode is well known and has been told dozens of times; two things must be considered here. First, the story may have never happened, at least in the form told by the anonymous author of the narrative. The two main characters' names, Bonus and Rusticus, the good and the simple, are rather revealing of their roles and are seldom attested. They could have been *agnomina* given to real characters, or even allegories for their function in the narrative. Second, even if the story was only a fictional account, it is very revealing of the environment of its composition. The two protagonists, whereas story bound, are aristocrats of a certain standing, whose title (*tribunus*) went back to the commander of a legion in the army of Diocletian and Constantine. Though the honor had lost its traditional meaning in the ninth century, it maintained a prestige able to evoke the ancient awe of Rome. In the author's mind, Bonus and Rusticus may have been armed landowners, as many European aristocrats were at the time, but they were also seamen, a much more remarkable position. Indeed, their stop in Umag made sense not only because of the duke's

---

* This article was prepared and written thanks to the FWF Project 24823: The Transformation of Roman Dalmatia.
4 I am indebted to Cinzia Grifoni, who greatly helped me with this.
policy, but also in terms of the Adriatic sea-lanes, Istria being the gateway to Venice for the travelers sailing from the east.

The Adriatic Sea was generally navigated counterclockwise. The rocky and jagged eastern coast granted shelter from the strong winds from the northwest, while the skyline of the Dinaric Alps offered the fundamental orientation points in pre-modern navigation. The difference to the other shore could not be more striking, where it was much harder to find good harbors, with the exception of Mount Gargano, Conero, and the lagoons between Ravenna and Istria, known in antiquity as the seven seas, the *septem maria*. The flat sandy coastline of the western Adriatic was busy as well, as archaeological finds may prove, but it was the eastern coast that constituted the main route of communication for the sailors aiming to reach the wealthy towns of the Po Valley. Istria, therefore, became an important stopover in the Adriatic exchange.

Information on early medieval Istria is scant, being confined to scraps of chronicles, a few letters, and inscriptions. However, the lengthy Plea of Rižana provides ample details. From the charter, we learn that in 804 in an unknown place not far from the river Rižana, somewhere in today’s Slovenia, the Istrian aristocrats, called *capitanei* in the text, gathered in front of duke John and the Frankish authorities lamenting the worsening of their social and economic condition in the aftermath of Charlemagne’s takeover of their homeland. In the document, we find rich evidence on the base of social power and on the habits and identity of the Istrian aristocrats. We read that the Istrian highborn could make their living off the land, possessing vast estates and collecting the products of forests and meadows. Moreover, like the aristocrats of imperial Italy, they exploited public authority. Finally, the *capitanei* extracted the resources from the sea, undertaking long maritime journeys on the Adriatic and the broader Mediterranean. While lamenting their present condition, the Istrians offered an invaluable comparison between the Roman past and the Frankish present, which have been studied on many occasions, particularly in

---


insightful contributions published by Harald Krahwinkler, Stefan Esders, and Matthew Innes.9

Even in this new Frankish world, the Istrian aristocrats cared to present themselves according to the fashion of the old Roman army. As we saw, Bonus and Rusticus also used ancient Roman titles, and the same may have been similar among the imperial aristocrats of Dalmatia.10 This early medieval Romanness of Italy and the Adriatic was rather different from the one linked to intellectual *otium*, spent in the lavish villas, which had disappeared decades earlier.11 Concurrently it was an identity contiguous to it, rooted in the same tradition: the actors embracing this medieval Roman identity were eager to stress continuity with the ancient and glorious past, as seems to have been the case in the city of Rome.12 Different outcomes were possible, as Gaul or Africa may show. There, individuals claiming a Roman heritage negotiated different strategies in order to survive.13 In Istria, Roman identity was mostly linked to the army, with its values of masculinity, service, and, most importantly, hierarchy.14 It seems to have implied a comprehensive set of attitudes, values, and outlooks echoing an ideal model of the imperial gentleman. Therefore, men of

---


a certain standing affirmed their local identity and authority with names and symbols stemming from the Roman past: Jonathan Conant recently remarked “empires can survive as an identity long after they disappear as polities.”

Looking to the capitanei’s sources of power and identity, two considerations become necessary. On the one hand, the exploitation of land and the allegiance with public authority were features of many early medieval aristocracies. On the other, the intense relationship with the seascape was much less usual. Gaining insight in this aspect is problematic, because the great majority of literary sources often neglect the maritime element. Authors seldom recorded sea journeys, together with routes, the identity of the travellers, and the nature of the things that were transported. More revealing is the absence of the sea in narratives where we would have expected the maritime element to be present for the protagonists. Also in the Istoria Veneticorum written in the aftermath of Peter II Orseolo’s victorious expedition in Dalmatia, and in the same years that allegedly saw the beginning of the traditional marriage of the sea, the Adriatic is openly mentioned only two times. A suggestive comparison comes from the Northern hagiography, such as in Ireland or Friesland where the waves in all their breath-taking beauty and violence are omnipresent. This discrepancy is suggestive. In contexts dramatically different from ours, Carl Schmitt read this difference in literature as the reflection of factual, diverse approaches to the maritime element, which were grounded in cultural, if not ethnic, differences between the Northern and Southern peoples. This odd reading was symptomatic of the spreading discourse, which saw the Northerners as sharing

15 Conant, Staying Roman, p. 1.
a preferential relationship with the maritime element. This impression would be misleading, and the difference in literature, although difficult to explain, remains just that. Perhaps it was a legacy of the ambiguous Roman perceptions of seas and oceans, but I believe that, for the moment, any explanation must remain a matter of opinion.21

While the Roman past formed a depository of meaning and signifiers that could be displayed and performed in order to make a difference, maritime connection forged community and exclusiveness among the people facing the Adriatic.22 Landward aristocrats looked with suspicion to the coast and its inhabitants. They were strange men inhabiting unbounded, untamed, and unholy places.23 Some authors commented on this intense relationship between the Adriatic aristocracies and the sea: Godescalc depicted the Venetians as “intra mare degentes homines Latini,” while the Dalmatians seem to have shared a similar destiny.24 Even more direct is a famous passage of the *Honorantiae civitatis Papiae*, where the Venetians figure as elusive and outlandish characters, strangers to the more common human activities, such as farming.25 In the medieval imagination, the shores, far from being the pleasant recreational location they are now, were the place of liminality where the water met the land.26 There, women and men could gaze at the mysteries of life and death.27 Not far

---


from the shore, below the waves, lay people and objects cast away from society that were not meant to return. Moreover, the waters hid monstrous creatures like the Leviathan, waiting in the dark depths. Stories featuring horrific sea creatures, such as that of Saint Brendan or Within Piscator, may have circulated also in the Adriatic.

Facing the sea, the Istrians shared similarities with the inhabitants of further Adriatic enclaves of Roman tradition. Although part of a face-to-face based society, the aristocrats of eighth-century Istria presented themselves as part of an encompassing Adriatic community. Peculiar anthroponomy, dignities, habits, and rituals clustered around the major knots of Adriatic communication in the Venetiae, the Romania (the coast of Ravenna), and the Dalmatian harbor towns. They were a symptomatic expression of an allegiance and an affective relationship to the empire as well as a will to belong. This Adriatic community was constructed around a network of routes, harbors, and ships: it was the movement of men by water, with its subsequent share of ideas and wares that cemented this identity.

If we overlook the role of seafaring, sometimes dismissed as a secondary or even pedestrian aspect of history, we would fail to understand the unitary character of this vaster Adriatic horizon. Seafaring as a way of crossing space enabling the transportation of people, materials, and artifacts was also the reason for the sharing of knowledge and ideas in communication nodes many nautical miles away from each other. A decade ago, Helen Farr pointed out that the similarities in material culture of the Neolithic Adriatic, particularly

---

31 See also the reflection, based on the Channel’s evidence: Chris Loveluck and Dries Tys, “Coastal Societies, Exchange and Identity along the Channel and southern North Sea Shores of Europe,” *Journal of Maritime Archaeology* 1 (2006), pp. 140–169, at p. 162.
the distribution of obsidian objects along the shores of the Strait of Otranto, denote social allegiances and human exchange.\textsuperscript{34}

Although early medieval authors recorded sails rarely and poorly, we have to keep in mind that any kind of transaction described in the literary sources and all the archaeological finds from the broader Mediterranean implied sea travel.\textsuperscript{35} The Plea of Rižana recorded men coming to Istria from Constantinople in order to collect taxes, Istrians travelling for dignities all the way to Constantinople, together with an overabundance of shorter moves, which seem to have implied \textit{cabotage}.\textsuperscript{36} Venetian charters confirm this picture of buzzing seashores with people on boats and ships moving on the water. More importantly, in every single move, men had to work on the sails and mast, sharing water, food, and the everyday hardships of dangerous journeys. Furthermore, they could not do it alone. They needed a network of relationships to meet the need for fresh water, food, and shelter. All of this offered the opportunity for intense social activities, which must have cemented allegiance. These invisible men were the backbone of Adriatic connectivity.

Watched from the hull of a boat sailing the Adriatic, the surrounding shores became a different space when confronted with an inland perspective. The fringes of the inland polities of Italy and South-Eastern Europe became the extreme edges of a kingdom made of water. A world delimited by river mouths, streams, dangerous straits and safe channels, cliffs on which to repair boats from storms and the savage winds of the north-east, and creeks organized according to revealing lines of sight. They became fundamental orientation points to guide the traveller in this boundless place.\textsuperscript{37} If, as Fernand Braudel frequently remarked, Mediterranean navigation was made up of journeys where land was in sight, this is particularly true for the long and narrow Adriatic, dominated by the mountains on its eastern side. This must have generated mental maps meant to create order in this unruly space. Men seem to have Christianized landscape features in order to make sense of and catalogue the environment.

\begin{itemize}
\item Literature is now very extensive. See: \textit{La circolazione delle ceramiche nell'Adriatico tra tarda Antichità e Altermedioevo}, ed. Sauro Gelichi and Claudio Negrelli, Documenti di Archeologia 43 (Modena, 2007); and \textit{From one Sea to Another: Trading Places in the European and Mediterranean Early Middle Ages}, ed. Sauro Gelichi and Richard Hodges, SAAME 3 (Turnhout, 2012).
\item On line of sight see Horden and Purcell, \textit{The Corrupting Sea}, pp. 124–132.
\end{itemize}
surrounding them. It was part of the broader process of anthropization of the coasts.\textsuperscript{38} This world of routes and orientation markers survives only in tiny fragments. John the Deacon's \textit{Istoria Veneticorum} shows the \textit{mons Scavorum}, the mountain of the \textit{Scavi} or the Slavs, as it seems they were called in eleventh-century Venetiae.\textsuperscript{39} John's readers would have probably recognized this place as part of a wider topography. Lighthouses from antiquity may have still been functional. The unexpected darkness surrounding the \textit{pharus} of Populonia inspired the melancholic Rutilius Namazianus to write his most famous verses.\textsuperscript{40} Ancient structures were sometimes repaired: in the \textit{Royal Frankish Annals} we read that Charlemagne ordered the lighthouse of Boulogne to be restored, so that the flames on its top could brighten the night.\textsuperscript{41} From Agnellus' narrative, we know that a place not far from the walls of Ravenna was called \textit{Ad Farum}. There, King Theodoric was buried. The toponym was apparently still in use in the ninth century, as a possible clue for a continuity in the lantern's usage.\textsuperscript{42} It may have been a memorable view: Pliny the Elder recorded the great lighthouse of Ravenna, which bore resemblance to the one in Alexandria in Egypt.\textsuperscript{43}

Men going by sea may have developed a set of knowledge distinctive of sailing people.\textsuperscript{44} They may have known the habits, language, and lore of distant countries and cultures. They certainly shared knowledge of the tides and soils, the changes brought by the seasons, and the ability to make forecasts of the weather. Men living on the coast must have observed the night-sky for navigating in darkness: in the Greek East, we see an effort to Christianize the stars.\textsuperscript{45}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{39} John the Deacon, \textit{Istoria Veneticorum} i, 33, ed. Luigi A. Berto, \textit{Fonti per la storia dell'Italia medievale} 2 (Bologna, 1999), p. 146.
\bibitem{40} \textit{De redito suo} vv. 403–405.
\bibitem{41} \textit{Annales regni Francorum} 811, ed. Friedrich Kurze, \textit{MGH, SS rer. Germ.} [6] (Hanover, 1895), p. 135: \textit{ipse autem interea propter classem, quam anno superiore fieri imperavit, videndam ad Bononium civitatem maritimam, ubi eaedem naves congregatae erant, accessit farumque ibi ad navigantium cursus dirigendos antiquitus constitutam restauravit et in summitate eius nocturnum ignem accendit.}
\bibitem{44} Van de Noort, \textit{North Sea Archaeologies}, p. 93.
\end{thebibliography}
perhaps well known, Mary was known as *stella maris*.\textsuperscript{46} Even common memories may have created a vision of the past specific to the sea-dwellers. Abnormal tides and other threats from the sea may have marked their remembrance. John the Deacon recalled the days when the Adriatic covered the islands.\textsuperscript{47} Years later, a violent storm destroyed Ragusa and the threatening news must have spread along the harbors of the Adriatic.\textsuperscript{48} Harsh winters could also become quite visible on the water’s surface. In the *Annales Fuldenses* we read that in 860 the temperature dropped to an unusual low, so that the Adriatic froze and the merchants travelled with chariots instead of boats.\textsuperscript{49} Due to the seasonality of seafaring, the Adriatic could have dominated the life of an entire coastal community. We know that early medieval navigation followed the pattern of ancient seafaring, even if it is possible that medieval sailors showed a keener bravado than their ancient colleagues.\textsuperscript{50} Although celestial navigation was practiced, as just mentioned, sailing was mostly a day activity with the crew spending the nights in the coastal towns or camping on the shores, as shown by the description of Peter II Orseolus’ cruise to Dalmatia.\textsuperscript{51} Moreover, winter break brought the men together, who apparently may have spent long months at home, all watching the same winter sea.\textsuperscript{52}

It seems that aristocratic households on the Adriatic used to own ships. This is rarely mentioned. An exception could be the *prior* Andreas of Zadar, who, in 918, explicitly recorded the possession of (at least) one vessel.\textsuperscript{53} Although
Andreas was perhaps the highest-ranking officer in his town, men of lower standing must have had boats too. The capitanei complained how the bishops' men cut their fishing nets, causing them great financial damage. The mention of retia is a very rare glimpse of the structure of everyday life. We may imagine that the Istrians shared and jealously guarded tools and skills that helped them in various activities. Sources hardly mentioned them, but they must have been important markers of identity and cohesion. Leaving these aspects aside for the moment, the mention of fishing nets immediately recalls the presence of watercrafts. It seems that the Venetian tribuni also owned boats. A certain Andreas stole the body of Duke Peter Tradonicus from Mucles, perhaps today Makarska in Croatia, to ship it to Grado. We know that in distant societies such as Kent, many women and men owned vessels. In this given milieu, the significance of ships exceeded their functional role, acquiring cultural and religious meanings. Literature on the topic is immense, suggesting that boats could have become a sign of distinction. Moreover, they may have represented identity too. I will return to this topic below.

The capitanei mourned being forced to cruise for Duke John and his family to Ravenna, Dalmatia, and Constantinople, and along the river ways. The obligation must have been heavy, and Duke John, talking the Istrians into an agreement, relieved them of their cruising duties. Moreover, the capitanei recalled how, before the Frankish takeover of the region, they used to sail to Constantinople in order to obtain dignities. Similar voyages are indirectly attested also for Dalmatia and the Venetiae. They resembled old “prestige good economy,” with the young aristocrats travelling to boost their role in

---

56 John the Deacon, Istoria Veneticorum iii, 34, ed. Berto, p. 146.
59 Plea of Rižana, ed. Krahwinkler, pp. 76–78.
60 Plea of Rižana, ed. Krahwinkler, p. 79: de opera vel navigatione seu pluribus angariis si vobis durum videtur, non amplius fiat.
61 Plea of Rižana, ed. Krahwinkler, pp. 75–76.
local societies. From distant milieus, we know that young leaders of maritime communities would have acquired foreign knowledge and prestigious objects through dangerous journeys by sea. The dignities that the capitanei recalled having once collected may have played a similar role. Further narratives confirm this impression and we know that prestigious goods also reached the harbors of the Adriatic thanks to the ships of courageous navigators.

A further focal point, almost invisible in the sources, is that aristocrats were able to raise crews. Their makeup is largely unknown because of our limited knowledge of the early Adriatic ships. John the Deacon narrated that around 850 the Dukes Peter and John Tradonicus equipped two vessels called chelandiae. This brief entry gave origin to fanciful forgeries being debated at length. The chelandiae were rather well-known warships. From the eleventh-century witness of Thietmar of Merseburg we know that they were large vessels able to carry one hundred and fifty men. In this context, John let his audience understand that those kinds of big ships did not exist before, and Jonathan Shepard linked the new technology to the presence of the imperial patrician Theodosius. This may have been the case, but warships are attested almost continuously in the early medieval Adriatic. Nevertheless, they seem to have been used in particular moments only. The crews that granted the Adriatic connectivity must have been much smaller. In one occasion, John wrote that a small ship was operated by fourteen men. When the Slavs attacked the boat Duke Peter was sailing, they killed him along with seven other men. Further evidence seems to confirm these suggestions.

---

Crews seem to have been formed by a handful of men, linked by family and neighborhood and perhaps locally enlisted. We know that when the Venetian lagoons were ravaged by internal conflict at the beginning of the ninth century, fleets and armies were recruited in the settlements of Malamocco and Cittanova respectively. On the other hand, it is possible that some of the ships sailing the early medieval Adriatic had the well-known cosmopolitan character of the larger ships of later centuries. In the middle of the ninth century, the inhabitants of Cremona recalled that in the past they had begun to sail with the people of Comacchio, in order to trade in salt and spices, and, we may suppose, to learn the job.73 Navigators having expertise in challenging coastal straits, such as the Strait of Otranto or the Bosphorus may have shortly served on different ships.74 Out of speculation, it is clear that powerful men must have had a retinue that sailed with them for trade or prestige. They must have also been able to compensate them properly in order to maintain support.

The experience of seafaring itself must have been an important factor of cohesion. We know less about early medieval sailing than for more recent periods, but it seems that early medieval men perceived going by sea a hard, extenuating, and risky business. Once at sea, sailors lived in a self-contained floating world. In the middle ages, stops on land were frequent, but when crossing blue waters, seamen had to remain in the vessel for days. Amalarius of Metz in his (rather obscure) Versus Marini, expresses the hardships of a sea cruise.75 It was commonly agreed that every sail could become a life-threatening experience. The fear of storms seems to have been ubiquitous.76 The author of the Translatio s. Heliani depicted a massive storm not far from the shores of Apulia

---

73 We know this from a plea from 856 in Pavia, edited in I placiti del regnum Italiae 1, ed. Cesare Manaresi, fsi 92 (Rome, 1955), n. 56, pp. 196–197: memoro. xii. annos, ante quam dominus Karolus in Italiam ingressus fuisset, numquam sibi istos homines nec suos parentes suas habere naves ad negotium peragendum, nisi cum Comaclenses communiter sale aut alias speties adducebant in istum portum, et de communiter ipsum ripicum et palificatum dabant iuxta istud pactum.


threatening the life of an entire crew.\textsuperscript{77} In the \textit{Translatio s. Marci} we read of the ship rapidly sailing in the night while a storm was approaching.\textsuperscript{78} The almost certain tragic outcome of a night squall became the perfect setting for a miracle story. Therefore, setting out to sea became a highly ritualized practice. John the Deacon recorded the numerous religious functions that Peter II and his army attended during the sail to Dalmatia of the year 1000.\textsuperscript{79}

Finally, living before the mast must have meant living in a largely masculine world. Members of the crews may have been different ages and experience levels, but must have been mostly male. We do not know too much about the lifestyle of the sailors, whether their drinking habits and bad tempers were notorious as in the following centuries, but in one of the very few portraits of life on the seventh-century docks we learn of the brutality and perhaps macabre humour of the seamen, who are dismissed as \textit{lupaces}.\textsuperscript{80} Therefore, sharing a long and dangerous journey together in life on the sea, the common adventure and mutual dependency must have created or enforced communal bonds of solidarity, perhaps friendship and respect.

If these aspects are somehow elusive due to the nature of the evidence, Istria may have represented a partial exception. Rich information stems from the \textit{Cosmography of Aethicus Ister}. It is a very obscure narrative, which has become well known in the last years thanks to a new edition and English translation by Michal Herren.\textsuperscript{81} The title of the text suggests it to be a description of the world, but the narrative is more an account of the adventurous and marvelous travels of the Hellenistic philosopher Aethicus. The text that we possess is allegedly a Latin epitome compiled by a certain Jerome (which the reader is supposed to identify as the fourth-century Church father) of the

\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Translatio s. Marci} 15, i, ed. Colombi, p. 60.
lost Greek original. However, we know this to be a brilliant piece of literary fiction and the text was composed by an anonymous author in the eighth century, perhaps during the second quarter of it. The epithet Ister, which could immediately evoke the Danube, seems to have referred to an alleged Istrian origin of the Aethicus instead. The ego narrator Jerome showed some relationship and knowledge of the Northern Adriatic. With more certainty, the story’s protagonist Aethicus had strong bonds with the same waterscape. The two characters’ proximity to the Adriatic must have been a reflection of the author’s origin. Ian Wood, maintaining that the text could inform the modern historian of the perceived nature of the Other, suggests that the fixed point against which this was constantly assessed was the Adriatic peninsula of Istria.\textsuperscript{82} I would like to add that some of the Cosmographer’s comments point to genuine knowledge of the eighth-century Adriatic, as I will show below. Nevertheless, the text is convoluted, in some sections to the point of unintelligibility. It must have been comprehensible in given literary circles, but not to us. This hopelessly compromises what could have been a greatly important witness.

Some things can still be said. A maritime perspective, like the one that the capitanei may have shared, dominates the entire Cosmography, which describes a world of shores and communication nodes watched by the sea. The Cosmography of Aethicus is by no means isolated in this literary achievement, but it is almost unique in the Mediterranean early middle ages. The author attached great importance to the islands both of the North and the South, which he inhabited with different amusing, sometimes humorous barbarians. Moreover, he shows a deep knowledge of the winds, the stars, the seasons of navigation, and, most importantly, of the classical terminology of seafaring and shipbuilding, on one occasion even praising the shipwrights.\textsuperscript{83}

Notwithstanding its peculiar aspects, even the Cosmography of Aetichus is not an island, to quote an important lesson of critical theory.\textsuperscript{84} Narrative elements hidden in different sections of the work reach out to a broader textual community, perhaps gathered around the early medieval Adriatic. In one passage the Cosmographer described a fascinating cycle of the sea. In his interpretation, the waters penetrated the cracks of the sea bottom in order to

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{82} Ian N. Wood, “Aethicus Ister: An Exercise in Difference,” in Grenze und Differenz im frühen Mittelalter, ed. Walter Pohl and Helmut Reimitz, Forschungen zur Geschichte des Mittelalters 1 (Vienna, 2000), pp. 197–208.
\item \textsuperscript{83} On the winds, Cosmography of Aethicus 112, ed. Herren, p. 214; stars and season, ibid. 26c, ed. Herren pp. 38–40; on shipwrights, ibid. 36b, ed. Herren, p. 38.
\end{itemize}
travel to the mountains’ springs and flow down to the seas and oceans, only to start the cycle once again. This scientific explanation was widespread: writing in the seventh century, Isidore described the vast obscurity of the *Abys-sus*, which bears clear resemblances to the Cosmographer’s picture. More interesting is that Paul the Deacon, an author who may have had some affection for the Adriatic Sea, narrated a lengthy account of a sailor captured in the great maelstrom raging north of the Lofoten Islands. Concluding the story, Paul recalled that the Adriatic also has similar although less imposing tides, which originated from the discharge of the maritime waters.

A further, revealing redundancy concerns the ships and their representation. In the central section of his narrative, the Cosmographer adds a long and obscure catalogue of ships. At first sight the section is mostly a curiosity: the nature of some vessels is clearly imaginative and magical. One ship is called *Lamia*, like the child-devouring daughter of the god Poseidon in Greek mythology (Ἀδημια), which was able to tear the enemies’ vessels into pieces thanks to complex machinery. Yet, beyond the author’s taste for a good story, ships appear to characterize given populations. Most are active in certain regions only, being operated just by given groups of humans (or monsters). Therefore, in the social logic of the text and in the discourse alive in the Cosmographer’s literary circle, people were recognizable by the ships they were sailing. This may have well been an Adriatic perspective. One of the most famous warships of the ancient Mediterranean was the *Liburna*, probably named after a people, perhaps the Adriatic Liburnians, although some authors suggested that the name might have originated from the Libyans as recorded by Isidore and later reported by the Cosmographer as well.

---

89 Cosmography of Aethicus 50, ed. Herren, p. 108.
90 Isidore of Seville, *Etymologies* 19, 1, xii, ed. Lindsay; Cosmography of Aethicus 47, ed. Herren, p. 106. On the relationship between the *Liburna* and the *Liburnians*: Silvio Paniciera,
Here I will limit myself to adding that the Cosmographer describes hide boats as typical of the Northern peoples such as Scythians, Hircanians, and Saxons as well as other fantastic gentes.91 Ian Wood and George Indruszewski recently noted that: “hide boat technology belongs to the northern side of the known world.”92 Contemporary witnesses also mention the existence of hide boats in the northern seas. In the Vita Columbae, Adamnán of Iona mentioned that Cormac travelled north, ultra humani excursus, in a boat made of hide.93 Brendan sailed in a similar vessel too, and, in the report of his journeys, we can find one of the most famous descriptions of shipbuilding.94 As argued by Robert Van de Noort, the mention of these frail vessels may have served the purpose of highlighting the abandonment of the holy men in God’s hands.95 It is also probable that, in the context of the Cosmography, these watercrafts may have represented a further element of barbarity in the already rich plethora of monstrosities that the great Aethicus met in the North. Even Caesar and Pliny described hide boats as characteristic of the barbarians living in the British islands.96 The case is not isolated: in ancient ethnography, the monoxila or logboats, vessels carved from a hollowed-out tree trunk, served a similar purpose being also considered characteristic of the barbarians.97

John the Deacon gave some importance to the ships. We already saw the two chelandiae and, on the occasion of Otto III’s night visit to Venetiae, he lingered

91 On hide-boats: Ole Crumlin-Petersen, Archaeology and the Sea in Scandinavia and Britain, Maritime Culture of the North 3 (Roskilde, 2010), p. 47; Van de Noort, North Sea Archaeologies, pp. 149–152.
95 Van de Noort, North Sea Archaeologies, p. 152.
on describing the beauty of the Venetian vessels. Reporting on the scourge of the Hungarians in Italy, around 900, he narrated their attack on the Venetian lagoons. The Hungarians, described as the quintessential barbarians, took to sea on their ships, which John described as *pellicis navibus*, the same hide boats of the Cosmographer’s northern barbarians. This could have been a fragment of a broader discourse on alterity alive in the harbors of the Adriatic, where ships became meaningful signifiers to distinguish civilization and barbarity.

In conclusion, we saw that the aristocracies controlling some of the major harbors of the Adriatic prided themselves on a Roman heritage while sharing a maritime identity and culture. It may be helpful to point out that in the famous *Pact of Comacchio*, the men sailing and trading the river ways of Northern Italy were evocatively called *milites*, a label perhaps including the inhabitants of further Adriatic harbors, which triggered an association with the Roman past. In the Italian charters from the eighth, ninth, and tenth century, we find the occurrence of the expression *naves militorum*, which, I believe, acquires a deeper meaning in this enriched context. The concept of the “ships of the soldiers,” in fact, wonderfully conflates the Roman heritage and the maritime vocation of its actors.

Therefore, in order to understand the habits and culture that the Istrians shared with their distant Adriatic neighbors, we have to put the sea at the center of our investigation and cross it with shipping lines and crowded boats moving along them. Observed from one of these watercrafts, the shores of Istria were the northernmost fringes of a vaster maritime horizon extending to the Venetian lagoons and the Dalmatian archipelago. This Adriatic seascape, where Istria played a pivotal role, was, to quote the powerful words of Artemis Leontis: “a world not of boundaries that separate but of routes that connected. As its centre is not a sovereign power that subordinates pockets of differences, but dark, fluid waters, the medium of dangerous yet fruitful passages.”

101 The “ships of the soldiers” are mentioned in *Codice diplomatico longobardo* III, ed. Carl-Richard Brühl, FSI 64 (Roma, 1973), pp. 84, 87; *Inventari altomedievali di terre, coloni e redditi*, ed. Andrea Castagnetti, Michele Luzzati, Gianfranco Pasquali, and Augusto Vasina, FSI 104 (Rome, 1979), p. 84.